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WARNINGS FOR THE USER:

AKC1302
LOCKING TANK CAP WITH KEY FI

80MM METAL

•  Use in accordance to the purpose.

REFERENCE:

www.myKAMAR.com

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
Filler cap is a device responsible for closing the filler in the petrol
tank. Filler cap is made of plastic material, resistant to fuel impact. 
It has a rubber seal which protects and caulks the filler from the
outflow.

Filler cap should be mounted to cars that have the fuel filler
adjusted to his kind of cap and cars that have the fully functional.

While using the caps, it is forbidden to use them in cars, where the
petrol filler is not adjusted to the specific kinds of caps. It is also
forbidden to use any additional devices while unbolting/bolting/
caulking the cap, because it may cause its failure. Caps may be
used only in accordance with their destination.

1. Take the cap out of the package
2. Remove the foil
3. Screw the cap in the fuel filler
4. Tighten the cap with the reasonable strength, in order that the
seal will not be damaged
5. In the caps with the key, twist the key in order to close the cap
and gently check whether the cap grinds securely and safely to the
petrol filler.

We reserve the r ight  to change technical  data and any errors .  Photos and specif icat ions are for  reference only ,  and the actual  product may vary s l ight ly .
Reproduct ion in  whole or  parts of  the catalog without written author izat ion is  prohib ited.

MATERIAL DIAMETER INSIDE DIAMETER OEM MOUNTING
PACKING - 
BULK BOX

» Metal » 80mm » 78 mm
» 3024710130
» 0004711230

» keys 2 szt.

» cart. dim.:
593x188x253mm
» weight: 14,5kg

» 50 pcs/bulk box

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
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